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Abstract

A ovel method to obtain the full neoclassical transport atrix for gen-

eral toroidal plasmas by using the solution of the linearized drift kinetic

equation wit te pitch-angle-scattering collision operator is shown. In this

method, the neoclassical coefficients for both poloidal and toroidal viscosities

in toroidal helical systems can be obtained, and the neoclassical transport

coefficients for the radial particle and heat fluxes and the bootstrap current

with the non-diagonal coupling between unlike-species particles are derived

from combining the viscosity-flow rations, the friction-flow relations, and the

parallel momentum balance equations. Since the collisional momentum con-

servation is properly retained, the well-known intrinsic ambipolar condition

of the neoclassical particle fluxes in symmetric systems is recovered. Thus,

these resultant neoclassical diffusion and viscosity coefficients are applicable

to evaluating accurately how the neoclassical transport in quasi-symmetric

toroidal systems deviates from that in exactly-symmetric systems.

Keywords: neoclassical transport, viscosity, helical system, quasi-symmetry

1. INTRODUCTION

Neoclassical transport theory'-' describes diffusion processes caused by binary Coulomb
collisions between charged particles in magnetically confined plasmas. In most fusion plasma
experiments, observed particle and heat fluxes across magnetic surfaces are dominated not

4by neoclassical transport but by turbulent or anomalous transport, although the neoclas
sical transport theory is still useful for predicting transport fluxes tangential to magnetic
surfaces such as poloidal and toroidal flows and bootstrap currents. Especially for nonax-
isyrnmetric systems, neoclassical analyses are important because neoclassical transport fluxes
due to particles trapped in helical ripples 5-8 are expected to be significantly large for high
temperature and play a key role in determining the radial electric field under the ambipolar-
diffusion conditions Recently, quasi-symmetric toroidal systems such as quasi-axisymmetric
systems are attracting much attention as an advanced concept of helical devices, in which
the neoclassical ripple transport and the neoclassical viscosity against flows in the direction
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of symmetry are nearly suppressed by optimizing the helical configuration so as to make the
magnetic field strength independent of a certain symmetry coordinate."-" Thus, there are
many demands for accurate and fast calculation of neoclassical quantities including the par-
ticle and heat diffusivities, the bootstrap-current coefficients, and the viscosity coefficients
for the poloidal and toroidal flows.

The neoclassical transport coefficients are obtained from solution of the drift kinetic
equation. 11,14 Because of complexity of the magnetic geometry, calculation of the neoclas-
sical transport in helical systems often employs numerical methods.15-13 The Drift Kinetic
Equation Solver (DKES)"," is one of powerful numerical codes to directly solve the drift
kinetic equation. However, we should note that, even in such numerical calculations, ap-
proximated collision operators such as the pitch-angle-scattering (or Lorentz) collision model
are generally used instead of the full Landau collision term." By using this collision model,
perturbed distribution functions of unlike species and of different kinetic energies can be
solved independently, and therefore the neoclassical transport coefficients can quickly be
calculated. However, since such simple collision models neglect the field particle collision
part and break the collisional. momentum conservation, the resultant transport coefficients
neither contain the non-diagonal part connecting fluxes and forces of unlike species, nor
recover the well-known intrinsic ambipolarity of the radial particle fluxes in the symmetric
limit.1-3 These errors seem to be a serious problem especially when using the numerical
results to show how the neoclassical transport in designed quasi-symmetric configurations
differ from that in exactly-symmetric systems. In the present work, it is shown how to ob-
tain the neoclassical transport coefficients in general toroidal systems including the coupling
effects between unlike-species particles as well as the collisional momentum conservation.

Here, we follow the basic idea of the moment method by Hirshman and Sigmar 2 that, in
order to derive the neoclassical transport coefficients, the fluid momentum balance equations
and the friction-flow relations, in which the collisional momentum conservation is already
taken into account, are used together with the viscosity-flow relations obtained from the
solution of the drift kinetic equation. Since the test particle portion of the collision operator
dominates over the field particle portion for the I = 2 spherical harmonic perturbations
of the distribution functions,' it is more accurate to use the solution of the drift kinetic
equation with the pitch-angle-scattering collision model for derivation of the neoclassical
viscosity coefficients than for direct calculation of the neoclassical particle and thermal
diffusivities, which are significantly influenced by neglect of the field pticle portion. In
tokamaks, the neoclassical toroidal viscosity vanishes due to the axisymmetry, and analytical
expressions of the viscosity-flow relations are obtained for any collisionality in the Pfirsch-
Schlilter, plateau, and banana regimes." Analytical calculations of the the prallel viscosity
coefficient in finite-aspect-ratio tokamaks are shown to be in good agreement with numerical

21,26results. In general toroidal systems with no symmetry, we need to calculate viscosities in
both poloidal and toroidal directions, and these viscosity coefficients are analytically derived
for the Pfirsch-Schlilter and plateau regimes.27,21 However, for the banana regime, analytical
formulas are given only for the parallel viscosities. 1,21-31 In order to accurately calculate both
poloidal and toroidal viscosity coefficients in toroidal helical systems for low-collisionality
regimes, we need to make use of numerical solution of the drift kinetic solution as effectively
as possible, and the present paper shows how to do that.

Taguchi also showed another method to calculate the neoclassical transport coefficients
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in nonaxisyrnmetric multispecies plasmas. 32 He ingeniously used a momentum conserving
collision operator and its self-adjoint property to derive the particle and heat diffusivities
and the bootstrap current coefficient. In addition to these transport coefficients, our method
gives a useful recipe to obtain the neoclassical viscosity coefficients, which play an important
role in determining plasma rotation profiles. urthermore, in the present study, the validity
of our procedures is satisfactorily verified by numerical examples, in which our results are
compared with analytical formulas on the parallel viscosity, the ripple transport coefficient,
and the geometrical factor of the bootstrap current in limiting collision frequency regimes.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we derive the linearized drift ki-
netic equation for the distribution functions with I = spherical harmonic part subtracted,
based on which two types of conjugate pairs of neoclassical fluxes and forces are specified.
When we take the parallel flows and the radial gradients as thermodynamic forces, the par-
allel viscosities and the radial transport are regarded as fluxes conjugate to those forces. We
can also consider the poloidal and toroidal viscosities to be fluxes conjugate to the poloidal
and toroidal flows as forces. The inner product of these fluxes and forces represents the
entropy production rate associated with the neoclassical transport processes."," In Sec. III,
it is shown that the conjugate pairs of fluxes and forces defined in Sec. 11 are related to each
other by the Onsager-symmetric matrices." The poloidal and toroidal viscosity coefficients
axe included as elements in one of the matrices. We find how to calculate these matri-
ces by using their relations to the monoenergetic diffusion tensor obtained as an output of
commonly-used numerical codes such as the DKES. Once these Onsager-symmetric matrices
axe derived, all neoclassical transport coefficients for the radial particle and heat fluxes and
the bootstrap current are imediately obtained. In Sec. IV, numerical examples of these
procedures are shown and compared with several analytical predictions. Conclusions are
given in Sec. V. For readers' convenience, useful formulas ad relations for the Boozer 36 and
Hamada" coordinates, the poloidal and toroidal viscosity coefficients, and other neoclassical
transport coefficients axe written in Appendices A, B, and C, respectively. Also, the case of
symmetric systems is described in Appendix D.

11. CONJUGATE PAIRS OF NEOCLASSICAL FLUXES AND FORCES

In general toroidal configurations, the magnetic field is written in terms of the flux
coordinates (s, 0, as

= )'Vs x VO + XV( x Vs

= B, Vs BO VO + B(V(,

where 0 and represent the poloidal and toroidal angles, respectively, s is an arbitrary label
of a flux surface. The poloidal and toroidal fluxes are given by 27rX(s = (27r)-l fv(,) d3 xB.
VO and 27rip(s = 27r)-l fv(�, dx - , respectively, where V(s) is the volume enclosed by
the flux surface with the label s. The derivative with respect to s is denoted by = d1ds so
that ip = dolds and X = dXlds. The covenant radial, poloidal, and toroidal components
of the magnetic field are written as B, = B N1,9s = V/g-B (VO x V, BO = B
N1,90 = vrg-B (V( x Vs), and B( = B ,9x/c9 = vr--B

g (Vs x VO), respectively, where
[Vs (VO x V(] represents the Jacobian for the coordinates (s, 0, (). Here, we may
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regard (s, 0, C as either Boozer, 16 Hamadall coordinates, or arbitrary other flux coordinates.
Useful formulas for the Boozer and Harnada coordinates are written in Appendix A, where
it is also shown that the symmetry condition for the magnetic field strength in the Boozer
coordinates is equivalent to that in the Harnada coordinates.

The distribution function for the particle species a with the mass Ma and the charge e"
is written as

e, dl B 2
f.=f.m 1+_ - BEII - (BEII) + fal, (2)

1 T, f B ( (B2)

where the local Maxwellian distribution function is represented by fm
7-3/2 naV-3 exp(-X 2) with the equilibrium density n, the temperature T, the thermal veloc-Ta a

)1/2
itY Ta =_ (2Ta/Ma , and the normalized velocity x VIVT,,. Here, El, E b (b BIB:

the unit vector tangential to the magnetic field) is the parallel electric field, fl di denotes

the integral along the magnetic field line, and =_ d j d(Vfg /W with =_ j d d(vrg

represents the flux surface average. The neoclassical transport is caused by the deviation

f,,, from the local Maxwellian. We should note that the drift kinetic theory is concerned

with the gyrophase-averaged part of the distribution function and that f is regarded as a

gyrophase-averaged function in the present work.

The linearized drift kinetic equation is given by

V11fal - C(fal) = -Vda WaM + ea vllB (BEII) f-M7 (3)
Ta (B2)

where the operator V1 M vlb V and the guiding center rift velocity Vda = cleaB)b x

(MV'b Vb + PVB + eaVfl are used, and fal and fam are regarded as functions of the11
phase-space variables (x, E, p) (x: the particle's position, E = IM "V2 + et: the particle's

2
energy; =_ MaV I 2/2B: the magnetic moment). Here, the linearized collision operator CaL

is defined by2

C.L(f.1 = E[Cab(fl, fM) + Cb(faM, fl)], (4)
b

where Cab represents the Landau collision operator for collisions between the species a and

b.

Hereafter, we use , V vlllv) as the phase-space variables instead of (x, E, p).

Then, the collisionless orbit propagator VI, is represented by

VI, = vb V - V(l _ 2) (b V In B)
2

where the second term in the right-hand side is related to the magnetic mrror force. The

E x and magnetic drifts are not included in V Let us consider the expansion of an ar-

bitrary function F(x, v,�) by the Legendre polynomials P(�) [Po(�) 1, Pj(�) 6, P2(6)
3�2 1'. as

F(x, v, ) E F(') (x, v, )
1=0

6) P
F(O (XI V) 1(6 2 1 f djPj(j?)F(xvrj).

2 (6)
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The = Legendre component (1=1) of the distribution function fal is associated with
f. 1 �111) 2 (3/2) 2)

the parallel flows and is expanded by the Laguerre polynomials L, (X.) [Lo (Xa

11L (3/2 2 5 X 2 ... asI (X.) = -

3
(vll/v)- f d(vlllv) vjj1v)fa,

2
2 6 2 _5) 2q,,.] 11=1,j>2)

VTa lull + (Xa 2 5 Pa fam + fal 7 (7)

where the coefficients of the first and second Laguerre polynomial components are given

in terms of the parallel velocity U11a = n-1 f d 3V faivil and the parallel heat flow qjjaa
3V faVI(X2 5 1=1j>2 denotes the sum of the jth LaguerreTa f d ), respectively, and 

polynomial components with j � 2 Integrating Eq.(3) multiplied by and I MaV2 over the2
velocity space, we obtain the incompressibility conditions

V u = - qa = (8)

where Ua = ullab + u I, and q = q1jab + q ,, with the diamagnetic perpendicular flows

Ula CXa 1 , s x b,
eaB

q I a 5 cXa2 Vs x b. (9)
pa 2 eaB

Here, the thermodynamic forces X, and Xa2 are defined by

a alk 6T.
Xal = a- Xa = (10)

na s (93 , '9s

respectively, where the pressure pa = nTa, the temperature Ta, and the electrostatic poten-

tial ot are flux surface functions independent of 0 and C. (Exactly speaking, V qa = is valid

to the lowest order of the small mass ratio m,/m < 1.) Integrating the incompressibility

conditions in Eq. (8) gives the local parallel flows as

- (UllaB) D cXa -

U11a = __(BT2L ea

2 2 qjjaB) CXa2
5P. qjja = 5Pa (B2) B+ ea U, (11)

where is given as a solution of

B V ( U = B x 'Vs V (BO) = 0. (12)
B B2 I

As shown later in Eq. 20), is associated with the Pfirsch-Schliiter fluxes and its specific

expressions are written in Es. (A4) and M).

Now, let us define ga by
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g = f-1 - f.1'1='11 (13)

The neoclassical viscosities which we are concerned with are derived from the I = 2 compo-
nent included in ga. Substituting Eq. 13) into Eq. 3), we obtain

V1g - C.(g. = H."=') H.1=2) (14)

where the I = and I = 2 Legendre component terms in the righ t-hand side are written as

H('_') -- ea v1B (BEII) f. M + � (.1,1= (15)
a Ta (B2)

and

1=2) f-M (U11-B) 2 qjaB) 2 5)1 2
H' T. O'Ua (B2) + 5p. (B2) Xa + ux. X.1 + Xa2 a _ M I

I 2 1 2

fam V [. 2 2 _ O'T- I (u + 2 (qa() ( 2 _ 
Ta 47r2 [ Xi I(Ua) + 5P. (q.) (a 2) + a 5pa Xa 2) 16)

1=1,j>2)
respectively. In deriving Es. 14)-(16), Eq. (11) is used and fai in Eq. 7) is neglected

by employing the thirteen-moment (13M) approximations By including the high-order paral-
1=1)

lelflowvariablescorrespondingtothej=2,3,...Laguerrepolynomialcomponentsoff.11 )

the formulation presented in ts work can be extended straightforwardly to the cases with

the higher-order (21M, 29M, approximations.' In Eq. 16), u = Ua VO ( = Ua - (a a
and qa = qa VO (a = qa V( are contravariant poloidal toroidal) components of the

flows, and O'Uai O'Xa) O'Pa) and O'Ta are defined by

2p
O'Ua = -MaV 2(�)B In = Vj(mav�B),

2p 2p
01Xa = -V 2(� B Ob + Vs x b VInB = -v 2(6)b V(B&)

Oa B 2Qa

2p
UPa = -MaV 2(6)Bp V In B,

2p
UT = -MaV 2(6)BT V In B, (17)

respectively, where Bp =_ XTCH x Vs and BT =VVS X VOH are the poloidal and toroidal

magnetic fields, respectively, represented by the Hamada coordinates (8,0H,(H) (the sub-

script H is added to the angle variables whenever the Hamada coordinates should be used)

and Oa =_ eaBl(mac) is the gyrofrequency. Then, we find that the parallel, poloidal, and

toroidal neoclassical viscosities are written in terms Of O'Ua, rPa, and O'Ta as

2
(B (V 7ra) = dv gaO'Ua) (B ( e d3V a0rUa a

Y 2

3V 2_ 5
(Bp (V 7ra) = d 9a0rPa) (Bp (V ea)) = (f dV 9a0'Pa (Xa 2)) 1

(BT (V 7ra) = d3V ga O'Ta (BT (V ea)) = f dV NUT. X 2 _5) (18)
( a 2

3 IV2 3V (V2_ 2(x2_5)f,,j(bb-1I).where 7a f d VMa(V'- )faj(bb-I)andea=fd Ma V11 � 1 3 11 � I a 3
We also note that the neoclassical radial particle and heat fluxes are written in terms Of 'Xa

as
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ra = d3v9aVda VS d'vgaO'Xa a
(f = Y )+ rPs

qa = d3V gaVda -VS 2 _ d3V gai7Xa X 2 _ + qas, (19)
Ta Y ( a 2)) Y ( a 2 T.

where rps and PSITa are the Pfirsch-Schlilter radial particle and heat fluxes defined bya a

qaP S c
a (CFIa2)rPs c (CTF,.�) (20)

ea Ta ea

respectively, with the parallel friction forces,

3 V 2 L (f
Flal dV MatIlICa(fal), FJJa2 d MaVJJ Xa Ca -0- (21)

f f 2

As shown in Refs. 29 and 32) (f d 3V gaO'Xa)= r-rs r bn and Ta (f d3V gaOXa X2 - 5/2))a a a
q _ aPS = bna can be written as the sum of banana-plateau and nonaxisymmetric parts.

Multiplying Eq. 14) by galfam, integrating it in the velocity space, taking its flux surface

average, and using Es. 16), (18), and 19), we can express the flux-surface-averaged entropy

production rate13,31 �a associated with ga per unit volume by the inner product of conjugate

pairs of fluxes and forces as

Ta �a = - a f d'v C. (a)
faM

(UJJaB) (V _ e) 2 ql.B) + ]pb"Xal + bn
= (B (V - 7r.)) (B2) + (B 5p. (B2) a qa Xa2

Ta
VI 2 q)

(Bp (V 7r.)) uo) + (Bp (V 19a _ a
47r2 I X I 5p XI

+ (BT (V 7ra)) (U(a) + (BT - V - ea)) 2 (a) (22)
of 5p. I 

We find from Eq. 22) that the parallel viscosities (B (V 7ra)) and (B (V - 9a)) are

transport fluxes conjugate to the pallel flows UllaB)/(B2) and (2/5pa)(q11aB)/(B2 as
bn bnforces, respectively, and that the radial neoclassical fluxes r a and q a ITa are con

jugate to the radial gradient forces ., and Xa2, respectively. Also, as another

choice, the poloidal viscosities [(Bp (V 7r.)), (Bp (V - 9a))] and the toroidal viscosi-

ties BT - V 7ra)) , (BT (V 9a))] can be regarded as transport fluxes conjugate to the

poloidal flows ul)/X', (2/5pa)(qa)/X'] and the toroidal flows uC)/VY, (2/5pa)(q�)/O'], re-a a
spectively. Now ,our main concern is how to obtain the transport matrices which connect

these conjugate pairs of fluxes and forces. This is explained in the next section.

Here, we consider the I = 1 Legendre component term Ha('='), wich also makes a signif-

icant contribution to the solution a of Eq. 14) especially in the weakly collisional regime

in order to insure fi 9 = Substituting Eq. 7) into Eq. (15) and using Eq. (11) and

the rotational symmetry of the collision operator CaLl we can write Ha('=') in the following

form,

Ha1=1 = faM MavL v6(Baa + &-ya), (23)
Ta
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where a. and y,, are functions of (s, v) and are independent of (0, We find in the next
section that a, is written in terms of the parallel flows and the radial gradient forces and
that y is unnecessary for calculation of neoclassical transport coefficients.

III. RESPONSE FUNCTIONS AND TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS

Hereafter, as an approximation of the linearized collision operator in Eq. 14), we use
the pitch-angle-scattering operator defined by

AS VL 0 1 �2 a

C. 2 06 06 (24)

a 2with the energy-dependent collision frequency z,,D given by

vL 3or r.-,1x-"h(Xb), (25)
4 a

where 3Vf7r/4),r.-b1 = 4rnbe2 e2InA/(M2V (InA: the Coulomb logarithm) and Hx)a b a Ta
[(2X2 - 1)(b(x) + xV(x)]1(2X2) [4�(x) =- 27r-1/2 fo' exp(-t2)dt: the error function]. The use

of CaPA' in Eq. 14) is considered to be a better approximation than that in Eq. 3) from the

viewpoint of the momentum conservation because generally we have f d3v MaVIlCa(fal) 
M.V11CaPA1(fa1 3V CaPAS(fal _ fa1=0).

f d1v ) but f d3v MaVIIC.(fal = f d MaV11 1

Then, the formal solution of Eq. 14) with the source terms given by Es. 16) and 23 is

written as

f.M (ull.B) 2 qjjaB) 2 (X2
ga = - GUa + � � X + GXa X.1 + X.2 a

Ta I I B) 5Pa (B2) ( " 2 2

+ aa(GUa + Mav6B) + m,,vLy,, f'Odil (26)

where Gu,, and Gx,, are defined as solutions of

PAS) GUa Oua

(VI I Ca I GXa O'Xa (27)

In deriving Eq. 26), we have also used the relation,

(V PAS)1 _Ca (GUa + MaV6B)= MavLv�B. (28)

We can easily find that the last term including -ya in the right-hand side of Eq. 26) wich

is independent of 6, makes no contribution to flows, viscosities, and radial transport fluxes.

Here, we define the inner product (F, G) for arbitrary functions FO, C, 6) and G(9,

by

(F, G) d6 (FG), (29)
2

where (.) denotes the flux surface average. With respect to this inner product, the operators

VI, and CaPAs are found to be antisymmetric and symmetric, respectively:

- -



(VIIF, G = -(F, VIIG), (C.AS F, G = (F, CaPASG). (30)

Then, substituting Eq. 26) into the relation (v�B, CaPASga) = 0, which is derived from the
definition of ga in Eq. 13), we can represent aa by a linear combination of the parallel flows
and the radial gradient forces as

1 (UllaB) 2 (ql[aB) 2 5
aa = 2 ma Ta Va X2 (BI - O'Ua, GUa) (B2) 5p. (B 2) -

D a I(au I Gua) I + (X 2)

+(au., Gx.) X. I Xa2 X 2 _ (31)
1 ( a 2) I].

Substituting again Eq. 31) into Eq. 26), ga is rewritten as

faM (UII-B) 2 (qII.B) 2 5 2 5
ga 9Ua + � X - + 9Xa Xal + Xa X -

Ta I I (B2) 5pa (B2) ( a DI 1 a M

+ Ma IlLN f I&dI , (32)

where gua and 9xa represent the responses of the distribution function ga to the parallel
flow (UllaB)/(B2) and the radial gradient force Xal, respectively, wich are defined by

3(0'Ua� Gua) 3(0'Ua5 GUa)
9u = 2maTaqX2(B2- GUa + 2MaTaqX2(B2)-',V'B

a a

3(0'Ua7 GXa) 3(0'Ua, Gua)
9x = GXa + 2MaIaVLX2(B2) 2MaT,,VLX2( (GUa + Mav�B). (33)

a a B2)

Using Eq. 30) and the definitions of s, G's, and !9's, we can prove the following relations:

(O'Ua Gxa = axa) Gua)) (O'Ua X. = (O'X., gUa), (34)

which are associated with the Onsager symmetry33-35 of the transport coefficients.

Substituting Eq. 32) into Eqs. (18) and (19), we obtain the linear rela-
bn, an/Ttions between the conjugate pairs of [B (V - ra)) , (B. v e, ra a and

[(UJJaB)/(B2) 2 ql,.B)/(B2)7 Xa 1, X.2 as5p.

(B (V -7ra)) 'Mal M.2 Nal Na2' (ull.B)/(B2)

(B (V - e.)) Ma2 M.3 Na2 NO 2 qaB)1(B2)
bn 5p. (35)

ra Nal Na2 L., L.2 X.1

.bn / T. N.2 Na3 L.2 L.3 X.2

Here, the coefficients Maj, Naj, and L (j = 2 3 in the Onsager-symmetric matrix are

written in the form of the energy integral:

[Maj� Naj) Lail = na 2 f - dKvrK--e -K (K _ 5j-'
vr7-r 2 [M. K), Na (K), L. K) (36)

where Ma(K), Na(K), and L(K) represent contributions of monoenergetic particles with

K == x = MV2/2Ta to Mal, Nal, and L,, respectively, which are given by the inner

products of the source terms a's and the response functions 9's as

9 



1 1 3 UUa i GUa)
Ma (K = - ,Ua GM = (0,Ua) Gua) 1

T. T. 2maTavb(K)K(B2)

1 1 3 (tTua 5 GUa)
Na (K = - (O'Xa, GUa = - 'Xa) GUa) 1

Ta T. 2MaTa0D(K)K(B2)

1 3(0'Xa) GUa )2 3(orua 7GUa)
L. (K = (OrXa 5 Gx. = - (Uxa) Gx.) + 1 a (37)

Ta Ta 2MaTa2Vb(K)K(B2) I 2maTavD(K)K(B2) I

In the same way, we obtain the linear relations between the
conjugate pairs of Bp (V 7ra)), (Bp - (v ea)), BT - V - ra)), (BT .(v-ea))] and
[(Ul)/Xl 2 ql)/Xl, (Ul)/01, (qa) /0' I as

a �Pa a

(Bp (V 7r-)) -MaIPP Ma2PP MalPT M.2PT' (Ua
(Bp .(v.ea)) Ma2PP Ma3PP Ma2PT Ma3PT X(qa)/Xi

�p. (38)
(BT (V 7ra)) MalPT Ma2PT Ma1TT Ma2TT (Ua)/101
(BT (V ea)). M.2PT Ma3PT Ma2TT Ma3TT. 2 (qa)

Here, the Onsager-symmetric poloidal and toroidal viscosity coefficients Maipp, MaiPT, and
M.iTP (j = 23) are also written in the form of the energy integraj:
[MaiPP, MaiPT, MaiTT = na 2 f M,�ke-K (K - 5)j-1

2 [Mapp(K), MaPT(K), M.TT(K)I,

(39)

where Mapp(K), MaPT(K), and MTT(K) represent contributions of monoenergetic particles
to MaiPP, MiPT, and MajTT, respectively, which are given in terms of Ma(K), N,(K), and
La(K) as shown by Eq. (B5) in Appendix B.

Now, we need the solutions GUa and GXa of Eq. 27) in order to obtain the monoenergetic
coefficients [Ma(K), Na(K), La(K)] in Eq. 37). Since, in the DKES'"I and other numerical
codes for the neoclassical transport coefficients, the drift kinetic equation to be solved is not
Eq. 14) but Eq. 3 with the pitch-angle-scattering operator, they appeax at first to be
irrelevant to calculation of the (GUa, Gxa) and [Ma (K), Na (K) L (K)J. However, in fact,
these codes can be made use of to obtain them as shown in the following.

When solving Eq. 3) by the DKES, the right-hand side of Eq. 3) are written as a linear
combinations of the source terms + and or' defined by'o

01+ 2V2 1 + 1P2(�) b x V In B Vs,
Ma 2 1

V2 B �
o,3 -P2(�)B V In B Vi ( 7 (40)

Vb VL

which are associated with the radial particle flux and the bootstrap current, respectively.
Here, it is noted that, since we have neglected vF, Vfai (VE = cE x B/B2) in Eq 3 33 

20 Effects 
Of VE fa

defined in Eq. 40) corresponds to o(E = 0) in Rij and Hirshman.
such as nonlinear E,-dependenceS of the neoclassical transport are included in the DKES
although the E-dependences of the coefficients Maj, Naj, Lai) axe not considered here but
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remain as a future task. It is useful to find that , and G,, are directly related to o3' and
(F3 + Fj-), respectively, by

aua -MaVLO13

Cu. -mav- (F3 + j), (41)

and that ox,, and GXa are written in terms of + and (Fl + F�-), respectively, as

_01+ B
O' a _V60V11 Qa

B
Gx. (Fl + F�- - q6 + P f M . (42)

Qa 0 "

Here, (F11 + FC) and (F3 + Fj-) represent the response functions associated with the source
terms and for the case of E = in Rij and Hirshrrian,'O where the superscripts 
and - denote the even and odd parts with respect to respectively. Then, substituting
Eqs. 41) and 42) into Eq. 37), we have

2 3mavL(K)D33(K)M. (K = m [L (K)J'D33 (K) 1 2T,,K(B2)
Ta I I

3mavL(K)D33(K)
N. (K = m'v (K)DI3(K) 1 Ta D 2T,,K(B2)

3MaVL(K)[D13(K)j2 3mavL(K)D33(K)
L (K = D11(K - 3Q2 + 2T,,K(B2) 1 (43)

T. a 2TaK(B2)

where

Di k (K) dk (oj Fk+) (jk = 13) (44)
2

represent the transport coefficients for monoenergetic particles which can be obtained as an

output of the DKES20 (for the case of E = 0). For collision frequencies in the banana and

plateau regimes, the term (B 2V2 vL/3q2)(&2) of La(K) in Eq. 43), which corresponds toa
the Pfirsch-Schlilter-flux part, is negligibly small.

Now, we have found that numerical solvers such as the DKES can be uti-

lized to calculate the coefficients [Ma(K),N.(K),L.(K)j by using Eq. 43). Once

[Ma(K),N.(K),L.(K)j are given, the monoenergetic poloidal and toroidal viscosity co-

efficients [Mapp(K), MaPT(K), MaTT(K)j are imediately derived from Eq. (135) in Ap-

pendix B, and the energy-integrated coefficients (Maj, Naj, Lai) and (MaiPP, MaiPT, MajTT)

are obtained by Es. 36) and 39), respectively. Then, all the neoclassical transport co-

efficients for radial fluxes and parallel currents can be calculated from (Maj, Naj, Lai) as

shown in Appendix C. It should be noted that the parallel momentum balance equations

and the friction-flow relations with collisional momentum conservation are used to derive

the neoclassical transport coefficients in Appendix C. Therefore, these coefficients include

the coupling effects between unlike-species particles as well as they recover the intrinsic

arnbipolarity of the radial particle fluxes in the symmetric limit. These properties are not
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obtained by only solving the drift kinetic equation 3) without the field particle collision
term Cab(faM, fj). For the symmetric case, M(K), N(K), and L(K) are proportionally
related to each other as shown by Eq. (D4) in Appendix D.

In the Pfirsch-Schlilter regime, L(K) > VT,,v'-K-IL,, (L,: the characteristic length of
magnetic ripples along the field line)], the the plateau regime [VT"VKWIL, > vL(K) >
(6BIB )3/2 VT,,vfK-IL,, 0: the field strength variation in the magnetic ripples)], and the
banana regime [vL(K) < (bBIB)312 VT,,v/'K-/LJ, the monoenergetic coefficients M"(K) and
N,,(K) associated with the parallel viscosities can analytically be given b y3l

2 M"V2 "T. 2T ((B V In B)') K [T,,,, vj (K) (Pfirsch-Schlilter)
M. (K) irm,, VTa B2)1/2 (4jr2/VI)(E(m"')54(O'O) lo..121MX - no'I)K 3/2 (plateau)

�m.T..'(fj/f,7)(B )K [r..v (K)l (banana)

2�(B V In B)2) [vj(K)1vj-1 (Pfirsch-Sch1fiter)
MVTK 3/2 X G(B 2)1/2 (47r2/V' )(E(mn)0(0,0) 10mn 12 MX - no'l) (plateau) 45)

(ft / f,) (B 2) [vb(K)1v] (banana)

and

N.(K) e, (B2) M. K), (46)

respectively. Here, G (BS) is a flux-surface function, which represents the geometrical factora
associated with the bootstrap current5,29-31,33,38 [see the paragraph after Eq. 49)], and is
determined by the magnetic configuration aS33,38

(4iO /VI) (B V In B )2)-l [B (Boozer) ((O In B /00,,) (B V In B))

(BS) -B (Boozer) ((O In BIOCH) (B V In B))] (Pfirsch-Schlilter)
Ga 0

(E(mn):A(0,0) 1,3mnl'IMX - no'l)-'
(Boozer) (Boozer)

x 10.,,12(mBC - nBO )(MX' - V)/1MX' - no (plateau)

(47)

and the analytical expression of G(BS) for the banana regime is given in Refs 5 and 29-a
31. When we evaluate G(BS) for the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime given by Eq. 47), Eq. (All)a
is useful. In Eq. 45), ft - f ad f = 3 B2) fBM-'- dA A/ (( - AB) /2)) represent the4
fractions of trapped and circulating particles, respectively, and v�(K) for the Pfirsch-Schlilter

2 Varegime is given by v� = 3 + v� =_ (3vr7r/4) Ebr.-b'[j-1b(xb - 3G(Xb)IIX + 4(TlTb)(1 +D a
MbIM,,)G(Xb)IX,,] with G(x) =_ [I�(x - xV(x)]1(2X2). Thus, in order to correctly reproduce

the viscosity coefficients for the Pfirsch-Schlilter regime, we should replace VL with V�/3

when using the pitch-angle-scattering operator in Eq. 24) for that collisional region. In

Eqs. 45) and 47), for the plateau regime are the coefficients in the Fourier expansion

of 

B==Bo 1+ exp[i(m - nj (48)

where we should note that the existence of the plateau regime requires < 1 and that it

does not make a significant difference which of the flux-coordinate systems , 0, C is used to
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calculate 0,, for the plateau regime. If all the particles in the velocity space are dominantly
contained in either of the Pfirsch-SchliAter, plateau, and banana regimes, we obtain from
Eqs. 35), 36) and 46),

( - V 7r.)) (B 2)- [ M.1 M.21 ([ ull.B) I - G (BS) C [ X-1 (49)
(B (V e Ma2 M.3 2 ql,.B aI I = 5Pa ea X.2

As shown by substituting Eq. 49) into the parallel momentum balance equations [see Eq.
(Cl) in Appendix C, G (BS) represents the geometrical factor which enters the coefficients re-a
lating the parallel flows to the thermodynamic forces. Also, it is directly confirmed from Eqs.
(46), (C5), (C8) and C10)-(C12) that the geometrical factor G (BS) appears in the neoclassi-a
cal transport coefficients for the bootstrap current as well as in the non-diagonal coefficients
connecting the electrons' fluxes (forces) with the ions' forces (fluxes). For symmetric systems
described in Appendix D, the geometrical factor G (BS) defined by Eq. 46) is independent of
the collision frequency [see Eq. (D5)] and therefore Eq. 49) is always satisfied. For example,
G (BS) = (Boozer) /X' in the axisymmetric case. However, for non-axisymmetric systems, Eq.

a(49) is not generally valid (except for the limiting collision frequency regimes), and therefore
the two independent 2 x 2 matrices [Maj] and [Naj] obtained from the energy integral in Eq.
(36) should be used instead for relating the parallel viscosities to the parallel flows and to
the radial gradient forces.

We can analytically express the monoenergetic coefficient La(K) for the Pfirsch-SchIfiter
and plateau regimes aS33

L (K = C2M.(K)
e2(B2)2a

(41r2 /VI)2 ((B In B)2) -1 [B (Boozer) (O In B /00j,)

- (Boozer) (a In BIOCH )]2) (Pfirsch-Schlfiter)
X 0(E(.,.)0(0,0) lo.. 121MX - nVYj)-1

X Fj(mn)0(0,0) 10mn 12(mB (Boozer) - nB (Boozer))2/iMX, nVYJ (plateau)0
MC2 3/2

VTaKe2a
2(4jr2/VI)2(B2)-2([B (Boozer) (0 In B100H)

B (Boozer (9InB/,9(ff)]2)[v�(K)/v]-1 (Pfirsch-Schlilter) 50)
X 017r(B2)-3/2(47r2/V'

12 (Boozer) (Boozer))2/IMXi
X E(mn):A(0,O) 10mn (mB( - nB, - n0 I (plateau)

which shows that, for these regimes, La(K) has the same dependence on the collision fre-

quency and the energy as Ma(K).

It is well-known that, for non-symmetric systems, the centers of trapped-particle orbits

move across magnetic surfaces and cause the neoclassical ripple transport in the weakly

collisional sub-regime so-called 11v regime).` The bounce-averaged part of the distribution
29function (fal)b =_ (f fjd11vjj)1(j d1/vjj) makes no contribution to the parallel viscosities

and consequently to Ma (K) and Na (K), while it contributes dominantly to the radial particle

and heat fluxes and to La K) in the 11v regime. Using the analytical solution of the bounce-

averaged drift kinetic equation by Shaing and Hokin,7 we obtain La(K)[oc llvb(K) as
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1 M'C K 24
ea'01 VTaTaa� � )�aL,,(K) Taavb(KW27r2T

2 G(11-)
MaC VTaK 3/2 a (for the 11v regime) (51)

2V2,7r2 e2 (V)1)2[,a
a D(K)lv]

where GW") represents the geometrical factor for the neoclassical ripple transport defineda
by7

G(11v = 27r dO f3/2 1 OCT )2 - 2G2 ( "'IT &H 2+ G3 ( 1111H 2 (52)
a fo H ( ao ao ao ao

with G = 16/9, G = 16/15, and G3 = 0684 for the magnetic field strength = Bo[l +
CT(8,0 + EH(8,0) COSY - n] (IIETI < 1, ICHI < 1). Here, the safety factor q(s) =O'/X is
assumed to satisfy n(s) >> 1. For this case, the 11v regime is defined by (�)b < Vb(K)IEH <

1/2
CH VT,,/(R/n), where R denotes the major radius of the torus and (�)b represents the bounce-
averaged poloidal angular velocity of helically trapped particles. [Note that, in the present
study using Eq. 3) as the basic equation, we do not treat the case of cEr/(rBo - 6)b >
vb(K)IEq (r : the inor radius of the torus).] In the 11v regime, 0C vL) and N0C
vb) make little contribution to the radial transport fluxes so that Eq. 35) gives r b"a

L.,Xal + L.2Xa2 and &IT. L.2Xal + La3Xa2, in which dependence on Xl and 2
with b a are negligible. This fact justifies conventional calculations of the neoclassical

7,Iripple transport using the pitch-angle-scattering collision model, in which the collisional

momentum conservation and the non-diagonal coupling between unlike-species particles are

not taken into account. However, in general, we should use all elements Maj, Nj, and Lj in

Eq. 35) to calculate the total neoclassical transport fluxes, especially when the magnitude

of the banana-plateau transport induced by the parallel viscosity is comparable to or larger

than that of the ripple transport as is the case in quasi-symmetric systems. 10-12

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Here, in order to illustrate the validity of the procedures described in the previous sec-

tions, we present numerical results for the simple non-symmetric system, in which the mag-

netic field strength is given by

= Bo (s) [I - 'El S) COS O - h () COS(10B - n(B)]. (53)

The mean minor radius of the flux surface is used for the radial coordinate S. For simplicity,

we consider a single flux surface of a large-aspect-ratio torus with the minor radius S = 04 

and the major radius R = 4 m. Then, parameters used for numerical calculations are

determined as Bo 1 T, c = 01, 0 < 'Eh 0.1, ik = 04 T m, X = .15 Tm (q = k'/X'
(Boozer) (BoozerF_

2.6667), B( 4 T -m, Bo 0 T m (no net toroidal current), I =- 2 and n = 0

(corresponding to the Large Helical Device 39). Using these parameters and Eq. 53), we can

calculate (B') = 42/(f02'rd0Bf2'rd(BB-2) and = 47r2(0'B (Boozer) 'B (Boozer) )/(B2).+ 0
Hereafter, subscripts representing particle species are omitted.
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The monoenergetic diffusion coefficients [Djj(K),D13(K),D33(K)] are obtained by
using the DKES. Figure 1 shows DI*, Djj(K)1[1VT(BVT /0)2 K 3/2] , D*3

D13(K)1[1VT(BVT1Q)K], and D*3 = D33 (K)I(2VTKI12 as a function Of VDIV for El, = ,
0.005, 001 002, 005, and 0.1. Substituting these monoenergetic diffusion coefficients into
Eq. 43) and using Eq. (135) give other monoenergetic coefficients M(K), N(K), L(K)] and
[Mpp(K), MPT(K), MTT(K)], which are illustrated in Figs. 25.

Figure 2 shows M* =_ M(K)I(MVTK 3/2) as a function of vDIv. Here, M* is written in
terms of D*33

(VDIV)2 D*
M 33 (54)

- 3(vD1v)D3*31(B2)'2

In Fig. 2 dotted curves with open circles and solid lines represent M* obtained from nu-
merical results of D3*3 in Fig. and from the analytical formulas in Eq. 45), respectively.
When the formula for the Pfirsch-Schlfiter regime given by Eq. 45) is used in Fig. 2 vT

is replaced with 3vD. However, as mentioned after Eq. 47), the correct functional form
of vT(K) should be taken into account when we calculate the energy-integrated viscosity
coefficients. We can see an excellent agreement between the numerical and analytical results
except for transition regions between the banana, plateau, and Pfirsch-Schliiter regimes. A
simple rational approximation, 2which smoothly connects the three analytical expressions,
would be useful for this case.

Figure 3 shows = L(K)1[1(VT1T)(BVT1Q)2 K 3/2 ] as a function of vDIv. Here, L is2
given in terms of D*1 aild D3 by

'(vD1v)(D*3 )2/ (B 2)L = D*1 - 2(VDIV) (fj2) + 2 1 (55)
1 3 - 3(vD1v)D3*31(B2)'

2

In the same way as in Fig. 2 dotted curves with open circles and solid lines in Fig. 3
represent L* obtained from numerical results of DI*,, D3 and D*3 in Fig. and from the
analytical formulas in Es. (50) and (51), respectively. We see that, in the 11v regime with
Eh = 0.005 and 0.01, numerically obtained L* axe significantly smaller than the analytical
predictions. This is because, for such small Eh's, the fraction of helically trapped particles are
overestimated by the analytical formula in Eq. (51), where the lowest-order guiding-center
motion is regarded as a toroidal one instead of a parallel one under the condition of nq > 1.
Recently, an improved formulation of the neoclassical ripple transport has been given by
Beidler and Maaflberg 8

We plot the geometrical factor for the
bootstrap current G (BS) - (e(B 2)1c)N(K)1M(K) [see Eq. 46)] instead of N(K) as a
function of vDIv in Fig. 4 Here, G('S) is written in terms of D13 and D3*3 as

(BS) (B )D*G 13 (56)
(VDIv)D*3'

In Fig. 4 dotted curves with open circles represent G (BS) obtained from numerical results
of D*3 and D3*3 in Fig. 1. The axisymmetric case with Ch = is given by the constant,

1G(BS = (Boozer) /X = 26.667. Analytical results given by Eq. 47) for the Pfirsch-Schlilter
and plateau regimes are represented by thick line segments, which are in good agreement
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with the numerical results, although the latter do not show clear constancy in the plateau
regime.

Figure shows [M�P, M�T' MM =_ [Mpp(K), -MpT(K), MTT(K)]/[(47r'/V')MVT(O'X')'Kl/lI

as a function of vDIv. For fh 002, MTT takes small negative values around the plateau
regime, which are not plotted in Fig. 5. As Eh increases in the Pfirsch-Schlilter and plateau
regimes, the magnitude of the viscosity coefficients MPT and Mr increases more rapidly
than Mpp. It is also seen that, in the 11v regime, Mpp -MPT - MTT OC 11vD, which re-
flects from the fact that the parallel viscosity (B-(V-7r.) = (Bp.(V.lr,,))+(BT'(V.lr,,))(oc
vD) is much smaller than the viscosities in other directions c 11vD).

Rom the results shown above, it is confirmed that all neoclassical coefficients for the
viscosities, the banana-plateau and non-symmetric radial transport fluxes, and the geomet-
rical factor associated with the bootstrap current are obtained straightforwardly by using
our method.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, we have presented two types of Onsager-symmetric matrices: one of
them, with the elements Mj, Nj, L.j), relates the parallel viscosities and the radial fluxes
to the parallel flows and the radial-gradient forces as in Eq. 35), and the other, represented
by (MjPP, MjPT, L.jTT), connects the poloidal and toroidal viscosities to the poloidal and
toroidal flows as in Eq. 38). We have shown that the matrix elements (Mj, Nj, L.j)
can be obtained readily from the output of commonly-used numerical codes such as the
DKES and that the poloidal and toroidal viscosity coefficients (MjPP, MjPT, .jTT) can
be derived directly from (Mj, Nj, L.j). Using the matrix elements (Mj, Nj, L.j) in the
parallel momentum balance equations combined with the friction-flow relations yields the
neoclassical transport coefficients for the radial particle and heat fluxes and the bootstrap
current, which include the coupling effects between unlike-species particles as well as the
intrinsic wnbipolarity of the radial particle fluxes in the symmetric case. These procedures
for accurate calculation of neoclassical viscosity and transport coefficients, the validity of
which has been verified by numerical examples, are considered to be useful especially when
evaluating how these neoclassical coefficients in quasi-syrnmetric toroidal systems such as
quasi-axisyrrunetric systems deviate from those in exactly-symmetric systems. Extension of
the present work will be reported elsewhere to include nonlinear effects of the radial electric
field on the reduction of the neoclassical transport.
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APPENDIX A: BOOZER AND HAMADA COORDINATES

We consider general toroidal configurations, in which the magnetic field is written
as in Eq. (1) of See. IL In the Boozer 36 coordinates (SOB,(B), the covariant poloidal and
toroidal components of the magnetic field are flux-surface fnctions given by

B (Boozer) B N =2 IT(S),
0 190B C

B (Boozer) B Ox = 2 p, s) (Al)
19(B C

Here, the poloidal and toroidal currents are defined by Ip(s) = fsd (,,) B dS and IT (s)P
fsT(, B - dS, respectively, where Spd(s) represents the part of a = constant surface that
lies outside the flux surface with the label s and ST(s) is the part of a = constant surface
that lies inside the flux surface. The Jacobian for the Boozer coordinates is given by

V'(s) (BI)
,IgB =- [VS (VOB X (B)l 47r2 B2 (M)

Next, in the Hamada 37 coordinates , OH, CH), the contravariant poloidal and toroidal
components of the magnetic field and the Jacobian fg-H are flux-surface functions written
as

47r 2
Bo arnad.) B VOH(H V (S) XI

47r 2
B( mada) B V(H

(H VI

-1 VI (s)
V�gH [VS (VOH X CH)l 47r2 (M)

respectively. Here, the poloidal and toroidal fluxes are given by 27rX(s) (27r) fv(.) d x B 
VO and 27rik(s = (27r)- f(. dx B V(, respectively, V(s) represents the volume enclosed
by the flux surface with the label s, and the derivative with respect to is denoted by
I = d1ds. Then, we find that, using the Hamada coordinates, Eq. 12) is easily solved to
yield

(Hamada) (Harnada)) (Hamada) (Harnada)B BC (BC Bo (B 0 (M)

XI B2 (B2) B2 (B2)

where B (Hmd,) = B (ftlOOB) and B (Harnada) B (OX/O(H)- We should also note that0
(B (Haniada)) = (Boozer) and (B (Hamada)) B(Boozer)

0

The transformation from the Boozer to Hamada coordinates" are written in terms of
the generating function G as

OH = B + XG(s, 013, (B),

CH = CB + O'G (s, OB, CB) (A5)
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Here, the generating function G(s, OB, B) is periodic in OB and CB and satisfies the magnetic
differential equation,

- G (M)
V1r9H V/9B

which is rewritten as

of a +X a G (B2 - . (A7)
( a(B aOB) B2

Comparing Eq. 12) with (A7), we find that is related to G by

VI B x Vs G
47r2B

B (B (Boozer) aG B (Boozer) 9G
00B 0 19(B

1 (B (Hamada) aG -B (Hamada) W (M)
C aOH 0 a(H

From Eq. M), we obtain

ax ax aG V -JH B)
aOB aOH aOB
ax 9x (9G

+ VgHB, (M)
C9(B 19CH 19(.B

and

9G (B2) aG
aOB B2 aH
aG (B2) aG (A10)
a(B B2 a(H

where the partial derivatives L9/aOH and ala(H are taken with the Hamada coordinates
(8, OH, CH) used as the independent variables. Using Es. (A9) and A10), we have

B (Boozer) In B B (Boozer) 0 In B
aOH 0 NH

= B (Harnada) + VI (B2),IG) OInB B (Harnada) + VI (B 2) DG) aInB
( ( 47r2 OCH OOH 0 47r2 OOH OCH

= VI (Vs x V In B) B + VI (B 2) VG
47r2 iii

B2 (Boozer) VI 2) OG 9 In B (Boozer) VI 2) aG ) Oln BI
B( + jr2.(B 9( Bo + - (B (All)

(B2) K B) (90B 47r2 (90B (9(B

which is useful when evaluating GBS) and L. for the Pfirsch-Schlilter regime [see Es. 47)a
and (50)]. We also find from Eq. (A7) that
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B V aG 2 aInB
OOB -�19H 90B

B V W 2 alnB (A12)
a(B Vf9H a(B

Here, let us assume that claB1190B C249BI19CB 0, where l and C2 are constants
and (ClC2 5 (0,O). This condition implies that the magnetic field strength is written as

= (s, C2 OB - C I CB), and it is satisfied approximately in quasi-symmetric systems, where
the neoclassical ripple transport is suppressed. The axisymmetric, poloidally-symmetric, and
helically-symmetric cases correspond to l = 0, C = , and l C2 -� 0, respectively. Under
this symmetry condition cli9B1'90B+C2aB1a(B = , we find from Eq. A12) that c19GI190B+
C2,gGla(B is a flux surface function and therefore cj(9G1a0B + C2,9GIO(B = cjaG1(90B +
C2,9GIa(B = . Then, we also obtain C10XIMB + C209XIa(B = ClaX1190H + C20'Xla(H and
ClOGI(90H + OGla( = from Es. (M) and A10), respectively. Consequently, we have
cl,9B1a0H+C2aB1a(H = cjaB1a0B+C2aB149(B = - Inversely, if caB100jj+C2aB10(H = 

is assumed, OB1190B + C20BIO( = is concluded. The equivalent conditions described
above are summarized as

-(9B + C2 aB = 4* el aB + C2 OB 0
el JOB O(B OOH 5(H

OG + C2 OG = OG + C2 (9G 0 4* l 09X + C2 ax el ax + C2 ax
4==> l aOB a(B 0 4* el 00H OCH OOB 5(B aOH OCH . (A13)

Thus, either Boozer or Hamada coordinates can be used to describe the symmetry condition
for the magnetic field strength to suppress the neoclassical ripple transport.

APPENDIX B: POLOIDAL AND TOROIDAL VISCOSITY COEFFICIENTS

The poloidal and toroidal flows can be linearly related to the parallel flows and the radial
gradient forces as

(ul.)/Xl 4jr2 - B (Boozer'/(e.X'(B2)) (ujj.B)/(B2)
C B 2))(U' .) 11Y V' 1 cB0 'e')1(e.,0'(B X.1

2 ( 0 .7r 2 (Boozer) 2)) 2
5P. q.)/X'l 4 1 -cB I(e.X'(B 2 (qjj.B)1(B

�Boozer) T. (Bl)�B 1(e 0B2)) X.2
15p, a// J V I 1 C 0 a I

where the flux-surface-averaged poloidal and toroidal flows in the left-hand side do not
depend on what flux coordinates , 0, C axe chosen. From Eq. 17), we obtain

,7r2 (Boozer) 2 eo,
apa 4 [ XTO I�B C 0 Y

V, (Boozer) 2 , I [ 'Ua (B2)
O'Ta V5'B I(B �-o X O'XaC

Then, we find from Es. (18), (19), and (132) that the poloidal and toroidal viscosities are

written in terms of the parallel viscosities and the radial fluxes as
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(13p - V - ra)) (13p (V ea))
I (13T (V 7.)) (13T (V ea))

CO [ XB (Boozer) I(B 2) e TP I XI (13 (V 7r.)) ( - V ea))
0 C (133)

bil bn/T.VI V5'B (Boozer) / (B2) e. 0, Xi ra qa
C

Using Es. 35), 38), (131), and (133), we obtain the relations between the poloidal and

toroidal viscosity coefficients MaiPP, MajPT, MaiTT) and the coefficients Maj, Naj, Lai) for

the parallel viscosities and the radial fluxes,

MaiPP MajPT

Mi PT MaiTT

7r2 ABoozer) 2) _ Ea V)IXl (Boozer) 2) (Boozer) 2)
4 X I(B Maj Nai X'Bok I(B 01B( I(B
VI (Boozer)/( 2 fA,01 ea of I (I34)01B B X I Naj Lai X I X

C C C

and correspondingly those between the monoenergetic coefficients [Ma (K), Na (K) L (K)]

and [Mapp(K), MapT(K), MaTT(K)],

Mapp(K) M.PT(K)

MaPT(K) MaTT(K) I

7r2 (Boozer) 2) _fAo (Boozer) 2)4 X'Bo I(B X Ma (K) N. K) X'B0 I(B )#B,Boozer) I(B 2) (135)
VI V B,Boozer) I(B 2) _e 0I XI N. K) L. K) _fA0 I Eas I

I C C X C X

APPENDIX C: NEOCLASSICAL TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS FOR RADIAL

FLUXES AND PARALLEL CURRENTS

Integrating Eq. 3) multiplied by mavlj and MaVll(MaV 2/21 - 52) and taking the flux

surface average give the parallel momentum balance equations,

(13 (V 7ra) - naea(BEll = BF1al),

(13 (V e = BFla2). (Cl)

The parallel friction forces Fla = f dv MaVljCa`(faj) and Fa2 = f d 3V MaVII(Ma V2/2T, -

512)Ca`(faj) in the left-hand side of Eq. (CI) are related to the parallel flows ua and qa by
th friction-flow relations (in the 13M approximation),

(BF11.1 a (BUllb)
11 b]
lab (C2)(BFIla2) I lab 2 (Bqllb

I 6 2 22 5Pb

where the coefficients 14 are defined by Eq. (4.4) in Hirshman and Sigmar,2 arid satisfy
jal Ea labthe conditions = I'a"and = 0, which are derived from the self-adjointness andjk ki Ik

the momentum conservation property of the linearized collision operator, respectively. The

parallel viscosities (13 (V 7ra)) and (B (V e in the right-hand side of Eq. (Cl) are

written by Eq. 35) in terms of the parallel flows Bulla) and (Bqlla). Then, combining Eqs.

(35), (M), and (C2), we, obtain
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ab b
6A Mal M.2 Ill - 172 "BUllb)E ( b b-la, la BqllbM.2 M.3 2 22 5pbb54e (B2) I I I I

lae _IaeN.1 N.2 Xal naea(BEII) 11 12 (Bull.)
Na2 N.3 X.2 0 -la, lae 2 (Bq11,I 2 22 5p�

Nal Na2 X.1 for ion species a:h e), (C3)
Na2 Na3 X.2

and
Ie -!,ee B

e 2(M 1 Me 2 1 1 1 2 ulle)
, I _ Bqll.F)

(B2) X2 M0 -121 122 5p,

Ne I Ne2 X I nee(BEII) lea a (Bulla)+E lea 12 d. (C4)
Ne2 N,3 X,2 0 1 lea 2 (BqllaI II I [ I a7�e 2 22 5P.

Here, general cases of multispecies of ions are considered. We should note that M,/Ma < 1

for ion species a and that the parallel electric field term and the ion-electron friction term
in Eq. (0), are smaller than the other terms by a factor Of 0[(Me/M,,) 1/2]. Then, ne-
glecting these 0[(M,/Ma )1/2] terms in Eq. M), the lowest-order parallel flows (Bulla) and
(Bqll,,) for ion species a(:� e) can be expressed as a linear combination of the thermody-
namic forces X, and X2 (b :� e), and these expressions are substituted into Eq. (C4)
in order to write the electron parallel flows (Bull,) and (Bqll,) in terms of the thermody-
namic forces Xl, Xe2, Xbl, X2 (b :A e), and (BEII). Substituting these expressions of
(Bulle) and (Bqll,) in turn into Eq. (C3), the parallel ion flows (Bulla) and (Bqll,,) (a e)
of the next order can be given in terms of the ion and electron thermodynamic forces.
Once the relations of the parallel flows to the thermodynamic forces are obtained for all
species a, substituting them into Es. 35) and (131) and using Eq. W) yield the expres-

bn q.sions of the radial neoclassical fluxes [ra "], the parallel, poloidal, and toroidal viscosities
[(B (V 7ra)) , B-(v-ea)), (Bp (V 7ra)), (Bp - V - a)), BT (V 7ra)), (BT - (v e.))i,
and the poloidal and toroidal flows u'), (q' a), ul), (q�)], in terms of the thermodynamic
forces [Xeh Xe2, Xbl, Xb2 (b : e), (BE11)].

Applying the procedures described above to the case of a toroidal plasma consisting of
electrons and a single species of ions, we can derive the following transport equations for the
neoclassical radial fluxes of particles and heat and the neoclassical parallel electric current
(bootstrap current),

b1i ee e.
e 1 12 1 12 Lee L Let, L 2LeE Xel

b,,IT e eq, e Lee Le Le' Le22L21 22 21 2 2E Xe2
bn Cr Lie L' L'lt L' LIE Xil11 12 1 1'2 (C5)

q�nlT Lie Lie L" L" L'E X221 22 21 22 2
JEB Sj Le Le L I L' LE E2 E E2 EE XE 

where the force XE associated with the parallel electric field is denoted by

XE =_ (BEII)I(B2)112, (C6)

and the bootstrap current JE` is defined by the difference between the total parallel electric
current JE and the classical parallel electric current ,
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BS
4 JE - JE

ne(B(ujj - ujj,))/(B 2)1/2 - OrSXE, (C7)

with the classical Spitzer conductivity o = ne 2'Tee/Me)4!2/[4I42 _�(42 )21 . Here, the di-
mensionless friction coefficients ia = -(Taa/nama)1" are given by le, = Zil 42 = 23Zil

42 = /2 + 43 Zi, and 22 = vr2 with the ion charge number Z, and high-order terms with
respect to (m,/M,)1/2 are neglected. Defining the 2 x 2 matrices for electrons and ions

(a = e, i by

La, La2 Taa Mal Ma2
La La2 La3 Ma n,,Ma(B2) I M.2 Ma3l

Taa Nal Na2 ell 1 0
Ala naMa Na2 Na3 0 01 I

A, I 2 Ai 0 0 (C8)
012

"'2 2 22

the transport coefficients in Eq. (C5) are explicitly given by

Laa Laa nMa11 12 -1 XLaa Laa La A/a (Ma + Aa) a
21 22 Taa(B2)

+Jai nMe A(i(Mi+Ai)-ltl,(M-'+A-')-lE,�(Mi+Ai)-'A(i, (C9)
Tee (B2) e e

I I I I = Re Ve

Le' Le2 2 
Le' Let j Lie Le21 22 12 22

nm, Xe (Me -'A(B 2 + Ae) eell (Mi + Ai)-' Xi (C10)

neee
LEI LeE2 LI E LeE [1 0](Me+ Ae) JVe (C11)�Y)1/2

nee
VE I L VE LE [ 1 0 ] (M + A,)-' Mell (M + A)-'A(,I E2 = -I 2 (B2)1/2

(C12)

ne2 Tee
LEE [ 1 0 Ae (M + Ae)-') 0 (C13)

Me [ 1

In the right-hand side of Eq. 0), the term with bai 1 for a = i, 0 for a = e), which
is Of [(M,/M,)1/2], is kept in order to reproduce the intrinsic ambipolar particle fluxes

ri = zIre in the symmetric case (see Appendix D). It should be noted that the transport

coefficients given in Eqs. (C9)-(Cl3) satisfy the Onsager relations,

Lab = L ba La E = -L a (a, b = e, i;j, k = 2. (C14)ik ki Ej
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APPENDIX D: SYMMETRIC CASE

Here, we consider the symmetric case, in which cIOBIC90B + C20BIO(B = holds. It
should be recalled that the axisymmetric, poloidally-symmetric, and helically-symmetric
cases correspond to cl = 0, C = 0, and cl C2 54 0, respectively. As shown in Eq. A13), this
case is aso described by cliOBIC90H + CTOB119CH = . Then, Es. 17) and (132) yield

O'Pa O'Ta
CI + C2_ = 07

X I '01

cIB (Boozer) + C2B IBoozer) ea
0 C uu. + _CIV + C2X') -O'Xa = ,

(B2) C

cIB (Boozer) + C2B, Boozer) ea

GUa (-CIO' C2X') -GXa = . (Dl)
(B2) C

Thus, we find from Eq. (18) that the viscosities and the viscosity coefficients associated with
the symmetry direction vanish,

C2 C2
c'(Bp (V 7r.)) + (BT (V 7r.) = c'(Bp (V ea)) (BT (V ea)) = 1X I 01 X

Cl C2 Cl C2
X , MajPP + MajPT = X, MajPT + MajTT = - (D2)

The expressions for the banana-plateau particle and heat fluxes for the symmetric case

in terms of the parallel viscosities are derived from Es. (18), 19), and (Dl as

(Boozer) (Boozer)
rbp c(c, Bo + C2B( (B (V 7r.))

a e,,(cVI- C2X')(B2)

bp C(CJB (Boozer) + C2B (Boozer)
qa 0 ) (B-(v-ea)) (W)
T. ea(ClO - C2X')(B2)

Using Eq. (D3) and the parallel momentum balance in Eq. (Cl) with the charge neutrality
condition E ne,, = 0, we obtain the well-known intrinsic ambipolarity condition that, in
the symmetric case, Ea erbp = is satisfied for arbitrary values of the thermodynamica
forces.

Equations 36), 37), 46), and (Dl) give the relations of the coefficients [Maj, Naj, L.j]
and [Ma (K), Na (K), La K) ] ,

N.j Laj N.(K) L. K) c(c, B (Boozer) + C2B (Boozer)
(D4)

Maj Naj M. K) N. K) e,,(c,,O' C2X')(B2)

(BS)and the geometric factor G.

cIB (Boozer) + C2B (Boozer)
(BS)

Ga -CIO1 + C2X f (D5)

for the symmetric case.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. MI Dil(K)I[IVT(BVTIQ)2 K'12] (a), D*3 D13(K)I['VT(BVTIQ)K] (b), and1 2 1 2
D3*3 = D33(K)I(IVTKI12) (c) as a function of vDIv for El, 0, 0.005, 0.01, 002, 0.05, and 0.12
obtained by using the DKES.

FIG. 2 M* = M(K)I(MVTK312 ) as a function Of VDIV for Ch = , 0.005, 0.01 002, 0.05, and
0.1. Dotted curves with open circles and solid lines represent M* obtained from numerical results
of D3*3 in Fig. and from the analytical formulas i Eq. 45), respectively.

FIG. 3 = L(K)1[1(VT1T)(BVT19 )2K3/2) as a function Of VDIV for Fit = 0, 0005, 001,2
0.02, 0.05, and 01. Dotted curves with circles ad solid lines represent P obtained from numerical
results of D*j, D*3 ad D*3 in Fig. and from the analytical formulas in Eqs. (50) and (51),
respectively.

FIG. 4 The geometrical factor for the bootstrap current G(BS) as a function Of VDIV for
El, = 0, 0.005, 0.01 002, 0.05, and 0.1. Dotted curves with open circles represent G(BS) obtained
from numerical results of D*3 and D13 in Fig. 1. The axisymmetric case with ch = is given
by the constant, G(BS = B(Boozer)/X = 26.667. Analytical results given by Eq. 47) for the
Pfirsch-Schlilter and plateau regimes are represented by tick line sgments.

FIG. 5. Poloidal and toroidal viscosity coefficients as a function of vDIv for ch = , 0005, 001,

0.02, 0.05, and 01. Curves with circles, crosses, ad triangles represent M�p = -M�T, and M�p,
respectively.
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